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Schedule for International Symposium on “Plant Response to 
Stresses” (June 16-18, 2015), Beijing 
 
June 16 (Tuesday) 
 
Plenary Speeches (25 min talk + 5 min discussion for each)  
Other talks (20 min talk + 5 min discussion for each) 
 8:30-8:40  Opening Ceremony ---Welcome address by Committee Chair (Wei-Hua Wu)   
8:40–10:25  Session I: Plant Response to Osmotic & Drought Stresses (Chairs: Wei-Hua Wu and Dae-Jin Yun) 8:40-9:10  Kazuko YamaguchiShinozaki (Plenary Speech)  Regulatory networks for osmotic and heat stress responses in plant 9:10-9:35  José R. Dinneny  Understanding how root development is regulated by water availability 9:35-10:00 Lizhong Xiong Genetic and molecular mechanisms of drought resistance in rice 10:00-10:25  Motoaki Seki  Novel epigenetic and RNA regulation in plant drought stress responses   10:25-10:40  Coffee and Tea Break   
10:40–11:55  Session II: Plant Response to Drought Stress  (Chairs: Ray Bressan and Michael Broberg Palmgren) 10:40-11:05  Pedro L. Rodriguez  Fundamental research in ABA signaling fuels biotechnological approaches to cope with drought stress 11:05-11:30  Vicente Rubio Abscisic acid and ubiquitination: two contenders in the control of the stability of abscisic acid receptors 11:30-11:55 Zhizhong Gong The regulation of the ABA co-receptor ABI1 in Arabidopsis   11:55-14:00  Lunch break  
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14:00–15:45  Session III: Plant Response to Osmotic & Salt Stresses (Chairs: Pedro L. Rodriguez and Yan Guo) 14:00-14:30 JianKang Zhu (Plenary Speech)  Osmotic stress induced phosphor-proteomics 14:30-14:55 DaeJin Yun  Cross-talks between the control of flowering time and the response to salinity stress in Arabidopsis 14:55-15:20 Sergey Shabala  Halophytes: an untapped resource to improve salinity stress tolerance in crops 15:20-15:45 Qi Xie  SDIR1 targeting ER-localized proteins in salt stress response and ABA signaling   15:45-16:05  Coffee and Tea Break   
16:05–17:45  Session IV: Plant Response to Salt Stress  (Chairs: Mark Robson and Sergey Shabala) 16:05-16:30 Yan Guo  Regulation of plant salt response by 14-3-3 proteins 16:30-16:55 Soo Young Kim  The role of MAPKKKs in ABA and stress response 16:55-17:20 Michael Broberg Palmgren  A phospholipid uptake system in the model plant 

Arabidopsis thaliana 17:20-17:45 Youngsook Lee  ABCC transporters confer arsenic tolerance in rice and Arabidopsis   
June 17 (Wednesday)  
8:30–10:15  Session I: Plant Responses to Cold & Heat stresses  (Chairs: Bingru Huang and Hillel Fromm) 8:30-9:00 Kang Chong (Plenary Speech)  How to sense cold in cereal grass 9:00-9:25 Jianhua Zhu  Temperature stress tolerance in plants 9:25-9:50 Shuhua Yang  The role of OST1/SnRK2.6 in plant cold tolerance 9:50-10:15 Alon Samach  The effect of warm temperatures on flower induction and flower development in olives and Passion fruit 
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10:15-10:30 Coffee & Tea Break   
10:30–12:10  Session II: Plant Responses to Cold & Heat Stresses  (Chairs: Brian A Larkins and Kang Chong) 10:30-10:55 Jian Hua  Genetic basis of thermosensitivity variations in growth architecture 10:55-11:20 Bingru Huang Regulation of stay-green genes controlling stress-induced leaf senescence in perennial grass 11:20-11:45 Hillel Fromm  Calcium-regulated transcriptional switches in response to stress 11:45-12:10 Anja Thoe Fuglsang  Plasma membrane proton pumps are tightly regulated by peptide hormones   12:10-14:00 Lunch break   
14:00–15:45  Session III: Plant Response to Nutrient Stresses  (Chairs: Kazuko Yamaguchi-Shinozaki and Shaul Yalovsky) 14:00-14:30 YiFang Tsay (Plenary Speech)  Nitrate transport and signaling 14:30-14:55 Chengcai Chu  Natural variation in NRT1.1B contributes to nitrate use divergence between indica and japonica subspecies of rice 14:55-15:20 TzyyJen Chiou  MicroRNA-mediated surveillance of phosphate transport 15:20-15:45 Yifang Chen WRKY transcription factors modulate Pi translocation in Arabidopsis   15:45-16:05 Coffee and Tea Break   
16:05–17:45  Session IV: Plant Response to Nutrient Stresses  (Chairs: Yi-Fang Tsay and Zhizhong Gong) 16:05-16:30 SuMay Yu Abiotic stress regulation of root development 16:30-16:55 Yi Wang  Channel-mediated K+ uptake and its regulatory mechanism in crop plants 
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16:55-17:20 Shaul Yalovsky Coordination of auxin distribution and abiotic stress signaling by a ROP effector and a Ca2+ sensor dependent microtubules stability switch 17:20-17:45 Juan Dong  A universal stress signaling pathway feeds into plant development - about fate decision   
June 18 (Thursday) 
8:30–11:40  Session I: Plant Response to Biotic Stresses  (Chairs: Jian-Kang Zhu and Eric Lam) 8:30-9:00  Jianmin Zhou (Plenary Speech)  Receptor-like cytoplasmic kinases in two-tiered plant immunity 9:00-9:25  Eric Lam  ER stress and the conserved Bax Inhibitor-1 protein in plants: cell death connection to drought stress and its tolerance 9:25-9:50  James F. White  Applications of Endophytes to Enhance Stress Tolerance in Plants   9:50-10:05  Coffee & Tea Break   10:05-10:30 Donald Kobayashi  Evaluating populations of Xylella fastidiosa subsp. multiplex, causative agent of bacterial leaf scorch of oak in the northeastern United States 10:30-10:55  Bradley I. Hillman  Use of viruses for biological control of plant pathogenic fungi10:55-11:20 Mark Robson  Climate effects and related stress on horticultural crops in NE United States   11:20-11:40  11:40-12:30 Closing remark by Committee Chair (Jian-Kang Zhu)  Visiting SKLPPB and greenhouse, and taking photograph   
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Regulatory networks for osmotic and heat stress responses in 
plants 
 

Kazuko Yamaguchi-Shinozaki1, *, Kazuo Shinozaki2 

 
1Laboratory of Plant Molecular Physiology, Graduate School of 

Agricultural and Life Sciences, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, 

113-8657, Japan 
2RIKEN Center for Sustainable Resource Science, Yokohama, 

230-0045, Japan 

*Correspondence: akys@mail.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp 

 

Abstract 

 

Drought, heat, and freezing are environmental conditions that cause adverse effects on 

the growth of plants and the productivity of crops. Expression of a variety of genes is 

induced by these stresses in a variety of plants. We have shown the existence of ABA-

independent, as well as ABA-dependent, signal transduction pathways between the 

stress signal and expression of the genes. A cis-acting element DRE/CRT plays an 

important role in regulating gene expression in the ABA-independent pathway in 

response to cold and drought stresses. Arabidopsis DRE-binding proteins, DREB1/CBF 

and DREB2 function as transcriptional activators in cold- and drought-responsive gene 

expression, respectively.  

DREB2A induces the expression of not only dehydration- but also heat stress-

inducible genes under the corresponding stress conditions. It is assumed that target gene 

selectivity requires stress-specific posttranslational regulation, but the mechanisms of 

this process are not yet understood. We identified Dpb3-1 as a novel DREB2A 

interactor through a yeast two-hybrid screen. The overexpression of Dpb3-1 in 

Arabidopsis enhanced the expression of a subset of heat stress-inducible DREB2A 

target genes, whereas dehydration-inducible genes were not affected. Interaction and 

expression pattern analyses suggested the existence of a trimer composed of Dpb3-1 

and NF-Y subunits that could synergistically activate a promoter of the heat stress-

inducible gene with DREB2A, which suggests that the identified trimer contributes to 

the target gene selectivity of DREB2A under heat stress conditions. 

 

Key words: drought and heat stress, DREB2A, Dpb3-1, NF-Y, Arabidopsis 
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Understanding how plant roots find water 
 

Jose R. Dinneny* 

 

Carnegie Institution for Science, Department of Plant 

Biology, Stanford, CA 94305, USA 

 

*Correspondence: jdinneny@carnegiescience.edu 

 

Abstract 

 

Droughts are the consequence of common weather patterns that strike important 

agricultural areas around the world and affect food security.  Water deficit and elevated 

temperatures are common stresses that plants experience during drought and have been 

extensively studied in field, green house and laboratory settings.  Water is not uniformly 

distributed in soil and plants that develop deeper root systems are known to be able to 

better withstand lack of water by avoiding dry soil. My lab is interested in 

understanding the mechanisms plants use to sense water and alter development to 

enhance water capture from the environment. I will present work aimed at 

understanding this process at a range of spatial scales from the cellular responses that 

enable cells to recover growth when water is limiting, to changes in root system 

architecture that are guided by local and systemic sensing of water availability. This 

work may ultimately enable advanced methods to improve water-use efficiency in an 

agricultural context. 

  

Key words: water, drought stress, salinity, root development 
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Genetic and molecular mechanisms of drought resistance in rice 
 

Lizhong Xiong*, Zilong Guo, Xipeng Ding, Jun You, Yonghua 

Qin, Xiaokai Li, Khamdok Songyikhangsuthor, Ning Tang 

 

National Key Laboratory of Crop Genetic Improvement, 

Huazhong Agricultural University, Wuhan 430070, China.  

 

*Correspondence: lizhongx@mail.hzau.edu.cn 

 

Abstract 

 

Irrigated/low land rice has been domesticated in full irrigation ecosystem and it is 

extremely sensitive to drought stress. With a long-term goal of improving water-use 

efficiency and drought resistance in irrigated rice, we have adopted a strategy by 

integrating diversity exploration, functional genomics, and characterization of genes 

effective for drought resistance to reveal the genetic and molecular mechanisms of 

drought responses in rice. An overview of our progress will be presented in the 

conference. On the basis of genetic mapping and genome-wide association studies, 

more than 100 QTLs or association loci have been identified for drought avoidance (DA) 

and drought tolerance (DT), two major physiological mechanisms for drought resistance 

(DR). Two loci controlling root depth which is associated with DA have been fine 

mapped and the candidate genes are under functional characterization (more details will 

be presented in the conference). Dozens of drought-responsive genes located in the DR 

QTLs were selected for testing their effectiveness on DR. One candidate gene SNAC1 

encoding a transcription factor have been characterized with significant effect on DR 

improvement mainly by promoting stomatal closure through regulating H2O2 

homeostasis via OsSRO1c and OsPP18. We will also briefly update the our effort in 

application of these genes for genetic improvement of DR by exploring the natural 

variation of expression levels (SNAC1 gene as an example) and /or adopting genetic 

engineering approaches.  

 

Key words: drought, root, drought avoidance, GWAS, Oryza sativa 
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Novel epigenetic, RNA and peptide regulation in plant abiotic 
stress responses and adaptation 
 

Jong-Myong Kim1, Akihiro Matsui1, Kentaro Nakaminami1, Kaori Sako1, 

Minoru Ueda1, Khurram Bashir1, Taiko Kim To1, Anh Hai Nguyen1, 

Onsaya Patanun1, Sultana Rasheed1,2, Cam Chau Thi Nguyen1,2, Huong 

Mai Nguyen1,2, Junko Ishida1, Maho Tanaka1 and   

Motoaki Seki1,2,3* 

 
1Plant Genomic Network Research Team, RIKEN Center for Sustainable Resource 

Science, Yokohama 230-0045, Japan; 2Kihara Institute for Biological Research, 

Yokohama City University, Yokohama 244-0813, Japan; 3CREST, JST, Kawaguchi 

332-0012, Japan 

 

*Correspondence: motoaki.seki@riken.jp 

 

Abstract 

 

Plants respond and adapt to drought, cold and high-salinity stresses in order to survive. 

Many stress-regulated genes have been identified by genetic and  transcriptome analysis, 

and its function in the stress responses have been elucidated. However, we think that 

novel  mechanisms by non-coding RNAs1),2), peptides3) and epigenetic4),5)  regulation, 

and RNA degradation and stability6) have additional functions in the plant stress 

responses and adaptaion. In this symposium, I will present our recent findings on the 

above molecular mechanisms in the stress responses and adaptaion. 

  

References:  

1) Matsui et al. (2008) Plant Cell Physiol. 49:1135-1149 

2) Matsui et al. (2014) BioMed Research Inter. 2014:303451 

3) Hanada et al. (2013) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 110: 2395-2400 

4) Kim et al. (2008) Plant Cell Physiol. 49:1580-1588 

5) Kim et al. (2012) Plant Cell Physiol. 53:847-856 

6) Nakaminami et al. (2014) Mol. Cell. Proteomics 13:3602-3611.  

  

Key words: Arabidopsis, drought stress, histone modification, non-coding RNA, RNA 

regulation 
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Research in ABA signaling fuels biotechnological approaches for 
enhancing plant drought resistance  
 

Pedro L. Rodriguez*, Lesia Rodriguez, Marta Peirats-Llobet, Maria 

A. Fernandez and Borja Belda-Palazon 

IBMCP (CSIC-UPV). Avd de los Naranjos. Edificio CPI, 8E. 

Valencia (Spain) 

*Correspondence: prodriguez@ibmcp.upv.es  

 

Abstract  

Plant stress biology faces several key challenges, particularly the generation of new 

crop varieties with improved water use efficiency and drought resistance. ABA 

receptors engineered to enhance ABA-dependent inhibition of protein phosphatases 

type 2C do have biotechnological potential to enhance plant drought resistance (Pizzio 

et al., 2013). In order to demonstrate the efficacy of mutant ABA receptors in crop 

plants, we generated barley transgenic plants that over-express mutant versions of 

Arabidopsis PYL4 receptors. As a result, we found that barley transformed plants that 

express PYL4A194T or PYL4H82R V97A showed enhanced drought tolerance and therefore, 

we describe a novel technology to cope with water stress. We have also identified the 

full set of tomato ABA receptors, which were functional in Arabidopsis plant cells and 

over-expression of two monomeric-type receptors conferred enhanced drought 

resistance. Additionally, chemical approaches based on recently identified ABA-

agonists, such as quinabactin, or orthogonal ligand-receptor activation of ABA 

signaling might have biotechnological use in crops.  

 Auxiliary proteins that regulate half-life, trafficking or membrane targeting of 

ABA receptors also represent potential sources of candidate genes to modulate ABA 

signaling.  We have identified a gene family, named RSL1/RFA, of single subunit E3 

ubiquitin ligases that act as E3 ligases of ABA receptors and therefore control their 

ubiquitylation and half-life (Bueso et al., 2014). Targeting of ABA receptors by 

different RSL1/RFA E3s occurs at different cell compartments, which illustrates a novel 

mechanism to promote the turnover of ABA receptors -and attenuate ABA perception- 

in plasma membrane, cytosol and nucleus.  We have also discovered that calcium-

dependent interaction of ABA receptors with membranes is mediated through a new 

gene family of C2-domain ABA-related (CAR) proteins (Rodriguez et al., 2014). The 

function of ABA receptors in plasma membrane is eventually modulated through the 

RSL1 E3 ligase, which targets ABA receptors there and promotes their degradation. 

 

Keywords: ABA, drought, PYR/PYL/RCAR ABA receptors, E3 ligases, CAR proteins 
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Abscisic acid and ubiquitination: two contenders in the control of 
the stability of abscisic acid receptors 
 

Vicente Rubio* 

 

Centro Nacional de Biotecnología (CNB-CSIC) Darwin, 3. 28049 

Madrid, Spain  

 

*Correspondence: vrubio@cnb.csic.es 

 

Abstract 

 

Targeted destabilization of proteins by the ubiquitin proteasome system regulates key 

developmental and stress responses in plants, including their adaptation to abscisic acid 

(ABA)-mediated abiotic stresses, such as drought, high salinity and low temperatures. 

ABA signaling is mediated by the PYR/PYL/RCAR family of ABA receptors, which, 

upon ABA binding, allows transcriptional and physiological responses to this hormone. 

We have recently shown that CULLIN4-RING E3 ubiquitin ligases (CRL4s) promote 

ubiquitination and degradation of ABA receptors to modulate ABA signaling in 

Arabidopsis. For this function, CRL4s require DDA1, a novel type of substrate adaptor 

that is conserved in higher eukaryotes. Thus, DDA1 provides substrate specificity for 

CRL4 by interacting with PYL8, as well as other PYR/PYL/RCAR family members, 

and facilitates its proteasomal degradation. Accordingly, we found that DDA1 

negatively regulates ABA-mediated developmental responses, including inhibition of 

seed germination, seedling establishment and root growth. Interestingly, DDA1-

triggered destabilization of PYL8 is counteracted by ABA, which protects PYL8 by 

limiting its polyubiquitination. We are currently characterizing the protective 

mechanism by which ABA impedes degradation of its receptors. In sum, our data 

uncover a mechanism for desensitization of ABA signaling based on the control of 

ABA receptor stability.  

 

Key words: Ubiquitination, ABA, CRL4, PYR/PYL/RCAR, DDA1, Arabidopsis 
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Regulation of ABA co-receptor ABI1 in Arabidopsis 
 

Zhizhong Gong* 

 

State Key Laboratory of  Plant Physiology and 

Biochemistry 

College of Biological Sciences  

China Agricultural University, Beijing, 100193, 

 

*Correspondence: gongzz@cau.edu.cn 

 

Abstract 

 

The phytohormone abscisic acid (ABA) plays crucial roles in plant development and 

responses to abiotic and biotic stresses. The ABA signaling is initiated by 

PYR1/PYL/RCAR ABA receptors binding to ABA. ABA-bound ABA receptors then 

interact with and inhibit the clade A protein phosphatases 2Cs (PP2Cs), and release 

their inhibition on the downstream protein kinases such as CDPKs, SnRKs and GHR1. 

However, except for the inhibition by ABA receptors, whether these PP2Cs are further 

regulated is not well known. We found that ABI1 (ABA INSENSITIVE1) PP2C protein 

can be degraded by PUB12/13 E3 ligases. pub12 pub13 mutants exhibits stronger ABA 

insensitive phenotypes than the wild type in all ABA responses. Introducing the abi1-3 

null mutation into pub12 pub13 mutant recovers the ABA insensitive phenotypes. 

Furthermore, we found that EAR1 (Enhancer of ABA co-Receptor 1), an 

uncharacterized protein, can interact with PP2Cs and enhance the PP2Cs activities. 

These studies highlights the novel paradigms for regulation of the PP2C activities in 

Arabidopsis.  
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Osmotic stress-induced phosphoproteome in Arabidopsis 
 

Pengcheng Wang1 and Jian-Kang Zhu1, 2,* 
1 Department of Horticulture and Landscape Architecture, 

Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907, USA 
2 Shanghai Center for Plant Stress Biology, Shanghai Institutes 

for Biological Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 

Shanghai 200032, China 

 

*Correspondence: zhu132@purdue.edu 

 

Abstract 

Osmotic stress associated with drought, salinity and other abiotic stresses is a major 

factor that limits plant productivity. Sucrose nonfermenting 1 (SNF1)-related subfamily 

2 proteins (SnRK2s) are rapidly activated by osmotic stress. The osmotic stress-

hypersensitive phenotype of the snrk2.1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9/10 decuple mutant of 

Arabidopsis revealed redundant but important roles of SnRK2s in osmotic stress 

signaling in plants. To identify the effectors functioning in SnRK2-regulated osmotic 

stress responses, quantitative phosphoproteomic analysis of osmotic stress-treated wild 

type and snrk2.1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9/10 decuple mutant seedlings was performed. By 

comparing the osmotic stress-upregulated phosphopeptides in the wild type with the 

phosphopetides in the decuple mutant, 205 phosphoproteins were identified as putative 

substrate proteins of osmotic stress-activated SnRK2s. These putative substrates have 

roles in osmotic stress regulation of various cellular processes such as metabolism, 

mRNA decay and splicing, vesicle trafficking, and protein translation. One of the 

putative substrates, nitrate reductase, was verified by genetic and biochemical analyses 

as a substrate protein of SnRK2s in vitro and in vivo. The phosphorylation by SnRK2s 

is required for nitrate reductase protein degradation under osmotic stress. 
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Cross-talks between the control of flowering time and the 
response to salinity stress in Arabidopsis 
 

Woe-Yeon Kim1, Hee-Jin Park1, Rashid Aman1, José M. Pardo2, and Dae-Jin Yun1,* 
 

1Division of Applied Life Science (Brain Korea 21 program), 

Gyeongsang National University, Jinju 660-701, South Korea 

2 Instituto de Recursos Naturales y Agrobiología de Sevilla, 

Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, Sevilla-41012, 

Spain 

*Correspondence: djyun@gnu.ac.kr 

 
Abstract 

The Salt Overly Sensitive (SOS) signaling pathway that in Arabidopsis comprises the 

sodium transport protein SOS1, the protein kinase SOS2, and the calcium-dependent 

interacting proteins SOS3 and CBL10, has been shown to play a critical role in cellular 

signaling under salt stress. The SOS pathway maintains cellular ion homeostasis by 

mediating sodium extrusion at the root and the long distance transport of sodium ions 

from roots to shoots, thereby imparting salt tolerance to all plant species that have been 

genetically tested. Environmental challenges, including salinity, typically entail 

retardation of vegetative growth and delay or cessation of flowering. The flowering time 

regulator GIGANTEA (GI) is a key component in the photoperiodic control pathway of 

flowering. In Arabidopsis, GI is predominantly associated with the promotion of 

flowering in long-day growth. Recently, our group discovered a molecular link between 

GI and adaptation to salt stress that is mechanistically based on GI degradation under 

saline conditions, thereby retarding flowering (Kim et al., 2013). GI and the salt 

tolerance-related protein kinase SOS2 interact physically. In the absence of stress, the 

GI:SOS2 complex prevents SOS2-based activation of SOS1, the major plant Na/H 

antiporter mediating adaptation to salinity. GI-overexpressing, rapidly flowering plants 

show greater salt sensitivity, whereas gi mutants exhibit delayed flowering and 

enhanced salt tolerance, in correspondence with the physical status of SOS2. Salt-

induced degradation of GI confers salt tolerance by the release of the SOS2 kinase. The 

GI–SOS2 interaction introduces a higher order regulatory circuit that can explain in 

molecular terms, the long observed connection between floral transition and adaptive 

environmental stress tolerance in Arabidopsis. 

  

Key words: salt stress, GIGANTEA, SOS3, flowering, Arabidopsis  
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Halophytes: an untapped resource to improve salinity stress 
tolerance in crops 
 

Sergey Shabala*  

 

School of Land and Food, University of Tasmania, Private Bag 54, 

Hobart, Tas 7001, Australia 

  

*Correspondence: Sergey.Shabala@utas.edu.au 

 

Abstract 

 

Global annual losses in agricultural production from salt-affected land are in excess of 

US$272 billion and rising. Given the limited range of genetic diversity in this trait 

within traditional crops, stress tolerance genes and mechanisms must be identified in 

extremophiles and then introduced into traditional crops. In this review work I argue 

that learning from halophytes may be a promising way of achieving this goal. Two 

central questions are considered:  what are the key physiological mechanisms conferring 

salinity tolerance in halophytes that can be introduced into non-halophyte crop species 

to improve their performance under saline conditions? and what specific genes need to 

be targeted to achieve this goal? The specific traits that are discussed and advocated 

include: manipulation of trichome shape, size and density to enable their use for 

external Na+ sequestration; increasing the efficiency of internal Na+ sequestration in 

vacuoles by the orchestrated regulation of tonoplast NHX exchangers and slow and fast 

vacuolar channels, combined with greater cytosolic K+ retention; controlling stomata 

aperture and optimising water use efficiency by reducing stomata density; and efficient 

control of xylem ion loading, enabling rapid shoot osmotic adjustment while preventing 

prolonged Na+ transport to the shoot.   

 

Key words: salinity, sequestration, xylem loading, halophytes, stomata 
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SDIR1 targeting ER-localized proteins in salt stress response and 
ABA signaling 
 

Yaorong Wu, Feifei Yu and Qi Xie* 

Institute of Genetics and Developmental Biology, Chinese Academy 

of Sciences, Beijing 100101, China  

 

*Correspondence: qxie@genetics.ac.cn 

 

Abstract 

 

Protein post-translational modification by ubiquitination participates in many aspects of 

plant growth, development and stress responses. Covalent attachment of ubiquitin to 

targets is sequentially catalyzed by three enzymes (E1, E2 and E3), among them E3 

ligase functions importantly in substrate specificity. Several E3 ligases that involved in 

ABA signaling pathway have been identified, but the detail function mechanism of most 

E3 ligases are obscure. We have reported an RING type E3 ligase named SDIR1 in 

Arabidopsis which is a positive regulator of ABA signaling pathway. Given that SDIR1 

is a membrane protein, a membrane-based yeast two-hybrid screen was performed in 

order to identify SDIR1 interaction proteins. We verified numbers of proteins can 

interact with SDIR1 by CoIP and firefly luciferase complementation imaging assays. In 

vitro pull-down analysis showed two ER-localized proteins can directly interact with 

SDIR1. Mutant plants from both genes were sensitive to ABA and NaCl stress during 

germination and post germination, phenotype similar with SDIR1 over-expressed plants. 

In vitro assay showed ubiquitination and degradation of both proteins are mediated by 

E3 ligase SDIR1/26S proteasome. Those data demonstrated they might be substrates of 

SDIR1. Furthermore, the protein level of the ABA downstream signaling molecule 

ABI5 was higher under ABA and NaCl treatment in both mutants and SDIR1 over-

expressed plants compared with WT. The relationship between SDIR1 substrates will 

be further analyzed.  

 

Keywords: Ubiquitin; ubiquitin E3 ligase; E3 substrate; ABA; salt stress 
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Regulation of plant salt response by 14-3-3 proteins 
 

Huapeng Zhou, Chongwu Wang, Yan Guo* 

 

State Key Laboratory of Plant Physiology and Biochemistry, 

College of Biological Sciences, China Agricultural University, 

Beijing 100193, China 

 

*Correspondence: guoyan@cau.edu.cn 

 

Abstract 

 

The Salt Overly Sensitive (SOS) pathway regulates intracellular sodium ion (Na+) 

homeostasis and salt tolerance in plants. The mechanisms that control inhibition of the 

SOS pathway when plants grow in the absence of salt stress have remained elusive. In 

this study, we demonstrate that the 14-3-3 proteins, λ and κ, interact with SOS2 and 

repress its kinase activity. Growth in the presence of salt decreased the interaction 

between SOS2 and the 14-3-3 proteins leading to kinase activation in planta. 14-3-3 λ 

interacts with the SOS2 junction domain, which has previously been shown to be 

important for its kinase activity. A phosphorylation site (Ser294) was identified within 

this domain by mass spectrometry. Mutation of Ser294 to Alanine (A) or Aspartate (D) 

did not affect SOS2 kinase activity in the absence of 14-3-3s. However, the S/A 

mutation decreased the 14-3-3-dependent inhibition of SOS2 activity, while the S/D 

mutation increased this inhibitory effect. These results identify 14-3-3 proteins as 

important regulators of salt tolerance. The phosphorylation-dependent inhibition 

mediated by the binding of 14-3-3 proteins to the SOS2 regulatory domain is a novel 

mechanism that confers basal repression of the SOS pathway in the absence of salt 

stress. 

  

 Key words: Salt stress, SOS pathway, 14-3-3, Arabidopsis 
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The role of MAPKKKs in ABA and stress response 
 
Soo Young Kim* 

Department of Molecular Biotechnology & Kumho Life Science 

Laboratory, Chonnam National University, Gwangju 500-757, 

South Korea 

 

*Correspondence: sooykim@chonnam.ac.kr 

 

Abstract 

 

In the course of our mutant screens to isolate ABA signaling components, we isolated 

an Arabidopsis ABA-insensitive mutant, ais143, which turned out to be a knockout 

mutant of the Arabidopsis MAP3K Raf10. The mutant was hyposensitive to ABA, and 

seed dormancy was reduced significantly in it. Subsequent analyses showed that Raf10 

is a positive regulator of seed dormancy and ABA/stress response. Raf10 is highly 

homologous to another MAP3K, Raf11, and parallel analysis of Raf11 function revealed 

that it is also a positive regulator of ABA response. Over- and underexpression of Raf10 

or Raf11 affected the expression of a number of ABA-regulated genes, in particular, 

those associated with seed maturation and seed dormancy. Both Raf10 and Raf11 

recombinant proteins exhibited kinase activity, which was inhibited by the Raf MAP3K 

inhibitor Bay 43-9006 but not by the ERK inhibitor U0126. Raf10 and Raf11 expression 

was observed in most of the tissues, and subcellular localization study revealed that 

Raf10 and Raf11 proteins were localized in the cytoplasm in punctate structures.  

  

Key words: ABA, stress response, MAP kinase, seed dormancy 
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Abstract 

 

Plants use solar energy to produce lipids directly from inorganic elements and are not 

thought to require molecular systems for lipid uptake from the environment. Here we 

show that Arabidopsis thaliana Aminophospholipid ATPase10 (ALA10) is a P4-type 

ATPase flippase that internalises exogenous phospholipids across the plasma membrane, 

after which they are rapidly metabolised. ALA10 expression and phospholipid uptake 

were high in the epidermal cells of the root tip and in guard cells, the latter of which 

regulate the size of stomatal apertures to modulate gas exchange. ALA10 knockout 

mutants exhibited reduced phospholipid uptake at the root tips and guard cells and were 

affected in growth and transpiration. The presence of a phospholipid uptake system in 

plants is surprising. Our results suggest that one possible physiological role of this 

system is to internalise lysophosphatidylcholine, a signalling lipid involved in root 

development and stomatal control. In other eukaryotic organisms, including animals and 

fungi, similar uptake systems might have evolved to fulfil different cellular roles. 

Acknowledgements: This work was supported by the Danish National Research Foundation 
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Abstract 

 

Arsenic (As) is a chronic poison that causes severe skin lesions and cancer.  Rice (Oryza 

sativa L.) is a major dietary sources of As, therefore, reducing As accumulation in the 

rice grain is an important issue to prevent As into the food chain for human health.  We 

previously reported that two ABCC-type transporters, AtABCC1 and AtABCC2, are 

required for arsenic tolerance in Arabidopsis. Heterologous expression of these ABCC 

transporters in phytochelatin-producing Saccharomyces cerevisiae and transport 

experiments with vacuoles of the atabcc1 atabcc2 double mutant demonstrated that they 

act as As-phytochelatin transporters thus exporting toxic arsenic from the cytoplasm 

into vacuoles.   

 In the rice genome, OsABCC1 is the only member exhibiting a high similarity to 

AtABCC1 and AtABCC2, forming a distinct cluster from other members.  Our detailed 

functional analyses revealed that OsABCC1 is involved in As detoxification, and more 

importantly, involved in the distribution of As to the rice grains by sequestering As in 

the node cell vacuoles. Our results thus uncover the key roles of ABCC transporters in 

vacuolar sequestration of toxic arsenic in both Arabidopsis and rice.  

  

Key words: Arsenic detoxification, ABC transporter, vacuolar sequestration  
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Abstract 

 

Cereal grass (such as wheat and rice) adaptations to temperature differences are 

dependent on its area of origin and human selection imposed by environmental 

temperatures. Winter wheat requests a stimulation of long time cold accumulation for 

flowering, called as vernalization, while rice evolved in tropical and subtropical areas is 

sensitive to cold. Sensing for vernalization in wheat or for chilling in rice is unknown. 

Our data suggest a clue for sensing signaling transduction that O-GlcNAc modification 

on GRP2 of RNA-binding protein which interacted with lectin VER2 may act as a 

signal at early stage of vernalization to regulate subsequent events such as VRN1 

transcription for flowering in wheat.  

 Rice is sensitive to cold and thus can be grown only in certain climate-zones. Human-

selection of japonica rice has extended its growth-zone to regions with lower yearly-

temperature. We report a quantitative trait locus COLD1 and its human-selection SNP 

that confers chilling-tolerance to japonica rice. Overexpression of COLD1jap 

significantly enhanced chilling-tolerance, whereas cold1-1 or knockdown-lines were 

chilling sensitive. COLD1 encodes a regulator of G-protein-signaling. COLD1on 

plasma-membrane and ER interacted with rice G-protein α subunit (RGA1) to activate a 

Ca2+ channel for sensing chilling and then accelerated G-protein GTPase-activity. The 7 

SNPs associated with chilling-tolerance by sequencing COLD1 in 127 accessions were 

identified. SNP2 originated from Chinese Oryza rufipogon and specifically affected 

COLD1jap/ind ability to mediate Ca2+ signalling and G-protein GTPase-activity, finally to 

confer chilling-tolerance to japonica rice. Our data support a potential hypothesis that 

complex of COLD1 and RGA1 sense chilling signalling for tolerance in rice. 
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Abstract 

 

Temperature stress (cold and heat) is an adverse environmental condition that 

significantly affects crop production worldwide. Global climate changes further worsen 

this situation. Extensive research efforts have focused on gene regulation under cold 

stress. Relatively less attention has been paid to how heat stress-responsive genes are 

regulated. With a bioluminescence-facilitated forward genetic screen, we have 

identified three crucial regulators for cold and heat stress tolerance. The DEAD box 

RNA helicase is important for pre-mRNA splicing under cold stress. The protein 

phosphatase is critical for cold stress tolerance and heat stress-responsive gene 

regulation and heat tolerance. The third protein is a KH-domain containing putative 

RNA-binding protein and it is important for heat stress-responsive gene regulation and 

heat tolerance. In separate forward genetic screen, we have identified a novel splicing 

factor. Mutations in this splicing factor lead to hypersensitive phenotype to chilling 

while freezing tolerance is slightly affected. This splicing factor is responsible for 

alternative splicing of pre-mRNAs of many genes including those not responsive to cold 

stress. 

 

Key words: cold stress, heat stress, gene regulation, tolerance. 
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Abstract 

 

Cold stress is an environmental factor that limits plant growth, development and 

distribution. The C-repeat-binding factor-(CBF) dependent cold signaling pathway has 

been extensively studied in Arabidopsis; however, the specific protein kinases involved 

in this pathway remain elusive. We report that SnRK2.6/OST1 (OPEN STOMATA1), a 

well-known Ser/Thr protein kinase in ABA signaling, acts upstream of CBFs to 

positively regulate freezing tolerance. The ost1 mutants show freezing hypersensitivity, 

whereas transgenic plants overexpressing OST1 exhibit enhanced freezing tolerance. 

We found that cold can activate OST1 activity, and activated OST1 interacts with and 

phosphorylates ICE1, which in turn enhances its stability and transcriptional activity. 

Meanwhile, OST1 interferes with the HOS1-ICE1 interaction, thus suppressing HOS1-

mediated ICE1 degradation under cold conditions. Our results thus uncover the key 

roles of OST1 in modulating CBF-dependent cold signaling in Arabidopsis.  
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Abstract 

 

Unusually hot ambient temperatures (HAT) can limit crop production in several ways, 

among them reduced flower induction during winter or  pre-anthesis abortion of 

developing flower primordia This limitation is becoming more substantial with climate 

change. Here we will discuss the inhibitory effect of warm winter temperatures on 

flower induction in olives (Olea europea) through regulation of the flowering promoter 

FT. After passion fruit (Passiflora edulis Sims) flowers are initiated, they will likely 

abort before anthesis if subjected to HAT summers. We screened for, and identified a 

passion fruit genotype capable of reaching anthesis under HAT conditions. Based on the 

analysis of this genotype and other studies, we will discuss the possible role of 

cytokinins and their interaction with gibberellin in protecting developing flowers 

subjected to HAT conditions.  

 

Key words: Olea europea, Passiflora edulis, warm temperature stress, flower induction, 

flower development, FT, cytokinin, gibberellin.  
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Abstract 

 

Arabidopsis wild accessions show tremendous phenotypic variation in physiological, 

morphological and life history traits, which may have reflected adaptation to their 

natural environment. We are exploring natural variations in thermos-sensitivity to 

understand how plants respond and adapt to temperature variations. Growth 

architectures at 22C and 28C were compared among about 100 Arabidopsis accessions 

and a significant QTL was identified using genome wide association study. Under this 

QTL is a cluster of genes in the family of auxin responsive SAUR genes. This 

preliminary study suggests that variation in architecture thermosensitivity is through 

variations in these SAUR genes and the arrangement of gene cluster might have 

facilitated rapid gene evolution for adaptation.   

  

Keywords: thermosensitivity, growth architecture, SAUR, natural variation, 

Arabidopsis    
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Abstract 

 

Leaf senescence is a typical characteristic of heat stress, which attributes to the 

reduction of photosynthesis and plant growth.  However, molecular factors regulating 

heat-stress induced leaf senescence are still unclear. Through the genetic evaluation of 

two perennial grass cultivars differing in heat tolerance, we found differential 

expression of several genes (SGR, PPH, NYC1, PAO, and NOL) related to chlorophyll 

degradation in faster and slower-senescent leaves. RNAi transgenic perennial ryegrass 

plants with SGR exhibited stay-green traits while SGR-overexpressed plants showed 

accelerated leaf senescence. The expression of SGR, PPH, NYC1, PAO, and NOL was 

found to be differentially regulated by salicylic acid, cytokinins, or Ca. The regulatory 

mechanisms of those genes controlling leaf senescence will be discussed in the 

symposium presentation.  
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Abstract 

 

Our research focuses on the mechanisms of Ca-regulated transcription in plant 

responses to stress. In this context, we have been investigating the involvement of Ca 

sensors, transcription factors (TFs), cis-elements and key defense genes operating in 

such responses. In particular, we focus on transcription regulated by the Ca sensor 

calmodulin (CaM) through its direct binding to different types of TFs (e.g., CAMTAs, 

GTLs). Our studies in Arabidopsis led to the identification of Ca/CaM-regulated 

molecular switches operating in both biotic (pathogens) and abiotic (osmotic stress) 

defense responses. Our current research aims at understanding the mechanisms by 

which Ca/CaM/TFs associate with and dissociate from chromatin in cases of gene 

repression and activation, considering the possible roles of posttranslational 

modifications of TFs and epigenetic mechanisms. Furthermore, genetic manipulations 

of Ca/CaM-regulated transcriptional switches improve plant tolerance to biotic and 

abiotic stresses. Bioinformatics analysis and further experimental data from different 

labs revealed similar molecular components in crops, suggesting that Ca-regulated 

transcriptional switches may be genetically manipulated to improve crop tolerance to 

both biotic and abiotic stresses. 

 

  

Key words: Calmodulin, Gene expression, Transcription Factors, Stress, Arabidopsis 
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Abstract 

 

Plants require an electrochemical gradient of protons across the plasma membrane to 

enable the uptake of minerals and water. This gradient is established by a proton-

extruding pump, the plasma membrane H+-ATPase, which belongs to the superfamily of 

P-type ATPase’s. Eleven genes encode plasma membrane H+-ATPases in Arabidopsis 

thaliana, AHA1 to AHA11. All AHA isoforms contain a C-terminal regulatory (R) 

domain with an approximate length of 100 amino acid residues, which functions as an 

autoinhibitor of pump function. Plasma membrane H+-ATPase activity is tightly 

regulated by phosphorylation at several residues in the R-domain that modulates 

binding of regulatory 14-3-3 proteins to the R-domain. 

The complex cell wall structure is a rigid barrier to cell expansion. According to 

the acid-growth theory the plasma membrane H+-ATPase has an additional important 

role in plants, namely to acidify the cell wall structure, which leads to loosening of cell 

wall bonds and make cell growth possible. Various classical plant hormones, such as 

auxin brassinosteroids and abscisic acid have been suggested to regulate plant growth 

by interfering with H+-ATPase-mediated cell wall expansion.  

We have identified a receptor kinase PSY1R that upon addition of the peptide 

PSY1 phosphorylate and activate the plasma membrane H+-ATPases, AHA1 and AHA2. 

In vivo application of PSY1 peptide stimulates proton extrusion from roots and this 

effect disappears in a receptor mutant background (Fuglsang et. al. 2014). This suggests 

that the peptide hormone stimulates plant growth by a mechanism involving receptor-

mediated activation of the plasma membrane H+-ATPase. 

We have identified that RALF peptides are up regulated upon PSY1 treatment 

(Mahmood et. al. 2014). We can now present additional results on the complex 

mechanism involving the interplay between two peptides regulating the activity of the 

plasma membrane H+-ATPase. 
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Abstract 

 

Nitrate is the primary nitrogen source for most plants, and nitrate concentrations in the 

soil can vary in four orders of magnitude, ranging from uM to mM.  To cope with such 

fluctuating situations, plant has evolved several strategies including multiple uptake 

systems, efficient nitrate allocation, and delicate sensing mechanisms.  Study of NRT1 

transporters in Arabidopsis helps us to understand how plants survive under N 

deficiency and N superabundance.   Xylem transport is driven by transpiration.  Young 

developing leaves demand higher levels of nutrients, but acquire less nutrient from 

xylem stream due to low transpiration rate.   In N deficient condition, NRT1.7, 

expressed in the phloem of the minor vein of the old leaves, help to retrieve excess 

nitrate stored in the old leaves to feed young developing leaves.  While in high nitrate 

condition, NRT1.11/12, expressed in the phloem of the petiole of full-size leave, 

mediate xylem to phloem transfer of nitrate to feed young leaves.  These studies 

indicated that plants use different strategies to fulfill the high nutrient demand of the 

young developing leaves under nitrate sufficient or deficient conditions.  In addition to 

nitrate allocation, some NRT1s also participate in internal or external nitrate sensing 

and elicit proper developmental and transcriptional responses.  

  

Key words: nitrate, NRT1, transceptor, Arabidopsis 
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Abstract 
 

Asian cultivated rice (Oryza sativa L.) consists of two main subspecies, indica and 

japonica. Indica has much higher nitrate absorption activity over japonica, but its 

molecular mechanism remains elusive. Here we show that variation in a nitrate 

transporter gene, NRT1.1B/OsNPF6.5, may largely contribute to this nitrate use 

divergence. Phylogenetic analysis revealed NRT1.1B diverges between indica and 

japonica, and the NRT1.1B-indica variation not only enhances nitrate uptake and root-

to-shoot transport, also up-regulates expression of nitrate responsive genes. The 

signature of NRT1.1B-indica subjected to artificial selection unveiled the possible origin 

of nitrate use divergence during rice domestication. Notably, field tests with either near-

isogenic or transgenic lines confirmed that japonica variety carrying NRT1.1B-indica 

allele had a significant improvement of grain yield and nitrogen use efficiency (NUE). 

Our results demonstrate that variation in NRT1.1B largely explains nitrate use 

divergence between indica and japonica, and that NRT1.1B-indica has great potential 

for improving NUE of japonica. 
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Abstract 

 

Phosphorus is acquired and translocated by phosphate (Pi) transporters in plants. 

Regulation of these transporters plays a central role in the maintenance of whole-plant 

Pi homeostasis especially when Pi availability in the soil is changed. Recently, we 

revealed the interplay of two Pi starvation-induced microRNAs, miR399 and miR827, 

in regulating Pi transport activities. In Arabidopsis, miR399 and miR827 direct the 

cleavage of PHO2 and NLA transcripts, respectively. PHO2 encodes a ubiquitin E2 

conjugase associated with endomembranes while NLA encodes a RING-type ubiquitin 

E3 ligase localized in plasma membranes. Loss-of-function of PHO2 or NLA results in 

excess Pi accumulation. PHO2 modulates the activity of xylem loading of Pi via 

mediating the protein degradation of PHO1. Moreover, both PHO2 and NLA regulate 

the degradation of PHT1 Pi transporters at different cellular compartments. PHO2 

regulates the abundance of PHT1s in the secretory pathway destined for plasma 

membranes whereas NLA controls the abundance of PHT1s in plasma membranes by 

endocytosis. Analyses of nla pho2 mutants suggest that NLA and PHO2 function 

cooperatively to control Pi acquisition. Upon Pi deprivation, upregulation of miR399 

and miR827 suppresses the expression of PHO2 and NLA, respectively, thereby 

alleviating the negative regulation of PHO1 and PHT1s and reinforcing the activities of 

Pi translocation and uptake. Intriguingly, miR399 can move systemically from shoots to 

roots, serving as a signal to coordinate the Pi demand in shoots and Pi supply in roots. 

Our studies demonstrate that miRNAs modulate the functioning of the membrane-

associated ubiquitin machinery to regulate Pi homeostasis. 

 

Key words: phosphorus, miR399, miR827, PHO1, PHO2, NLA 
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Abstract 

 

The Arabidopsis WRKY transcription factor family has more than 70 members, and 

some of them have been reported to play important roles in plant response to biotic and 

abiotic stresses. We found that some Arabidopsis WRKY transcription factors modulate 

phosphate (Pi) translocation. Arabidopsis plants overexpressing WRKY6 or WRKY42 are 

more sensitive to low-Pi stress compared with wild-type plants, resembling the pho1 

mutant, which is defective in Pi loading into xylem. Both WRKY6 and WRKY42 can 

repress PHO1 expression by directly binding to the PHO1 promoter under Pi-sufficient 

condition. During Pi starvation, the WRKY6 and WRKY42 proteins are degraded via 

the 26S proteasome pathway. Different from WRKY6 and WRKY42, the transcript 

level of WRKYx is obviously induced by low-Pi stress. The PHO1 expression is also 

induced by Pi starvation in wild-type plants whereas this induction of PHO1 expression 

is almost abolished in WRKYx RNAi lines, and WRKYx can bind to the PHO1 

promoter, indicating that WRKYx positively regulates PHO1 expression during Pi 

starvation. Our results demonstrate that these three WRKY transcription factors 

modulate Arabidopsis Pi translocation by regulating PHO1 expression. 

  

 

Key words: Pi translocation, WRKY transcription factor, PHO1, Arabidopsis 
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Abstract 

 

Plants have developed various strategies and mechanisms, including physiological and 

anatomical adaptations, to survive unfavorable environmental stresses. Roots are one of 

the most sensitive organs sensing the changing environments, as they are in direct 

contact with soils which may vary in water content, nutrients and microorganisms 

constantly. Hence, plant root architecture is essential for water and nutrient uptake, 

anchorage to soil, and interaction with soil microorganisms, functions that impact 

growth, biotic and abiotic stress tolerance, and productivity. Root branching is enhanced 

by water and nutrient deficiencies, and such root developmental plasticity offers one of 

the major acclimation strategies for plants to adapt to limited supplies of water and 

nutrients in the soil.  We have developed a strategy to improve root architecture and 

multiple stress tolerance in rice.  Root anatomical development is also regulated by 

abiotic stresses including drought, salinity, flooding, nutrients and toxin in the soil. We 

have identified a positively regulator of lignification and suberization of cell wall, 

which could protect rice roots from damages caused by osmotic and drought stresses.  

  

Key words: rice, root branching, root anatomy, abiotic stress  
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Abstract 

 

Potassium (K+) is one of the essential nutrient elements for plant growth and 

development. Plants absorb K+ ions from the environment via root cell K+ channels 

and/or transporters. In this study, the Shaker K+ channel OsAKT1 was characterized for 

its function in K+ uptake in rice (Oryza sativa) roots, and its regulation by OsCBL1 

(Calcineurin B-Like protein1) and OsCIPK23 (CBL-Interacting Protein Kinase23) was 

investigated. Rice Osakt1 mutant plants showed decreased K+ uptake and displayed an 

obvious low-K+-sensitive phenotype. Disruption of OsAKT1 significantly reduced the 

K+ content, which resulted in inhibition of plant growth and development. Similar to the 

AKT1 regulation in Arabidopsis, OsCBL1 and OsCIPK23 were identified as the 

upstream regulators of OsAKT1 in rice. The OsCBL1-OsCIPK23 complex could 

enhance OsAKT1-mediated K+ uptake. These findings demonstrate that OsAKT1-

mediated K+ uptake in rice roots is modulated by the OsCBL1-OsCIPK23 complex. 

 

Key words: K+ uptake, OsAKT1, OsCIPK23, OsCBL1, Oryza sativa 
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Abstract 

 

Pattern formation in plants depends on polar transport and formation of local maxima 

and gradients of the phytohormone auxin. Remarkably, auxin self regulates its own 

transport and accumulation, implying a tight link between auxin signaling and 

mechanisms that regulate its distribution. Previously, we have identified the ICR family 

of ROP (Rho of Plants) effectors and found that a member of the family, designated 

ICR1, is required for recruitment of PIN auxin efflux transporters to the plasma 

membrane. Remarkably, ICR1 expression is induced by auxin but it is degraded at the 

site of auxin maximum formation at the root tip. The degradation of ICR1 is induced by 

high auxin concentrations and depends on TIR1/AFB regulated auxin induced gene 

expression. We will show that ICR1 is a microtubules (MTs) binding protein. Mutant 

complementation assays indicate that MTs binding is required for ICR1 function. 

Through its interaction with ROPs, ICR1 recruits and stabilizes MTs in focal plasma 

membrane domains. A Ca2+ binding protein, called CMI1, which is induced by both 

auxin and an abiotic stress induced secreted peptide, negatively regulates the interaction 

of ICR1 with MTs. Our data indicate that CMI1 is part of an auxin-Ca2+-stress response 

regulated feedback loop that leads to ICR1 degradation, MTs destabilization and local 

auxin maximum formation. 
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Abstract 

 

MAPK signaling regulates many aspects in plant development and growth responses to 

environmental stresses. Our research suggested that it also integrates into cell 

polarization and asymmetric cell division in plants.  

Cell polarity is a universal feature of all eukaryotic organisms and regulates various 

biological processes, e.g. cell shape formation, cell directional growth, and asymmetric 

cell division (ACD). Stomata development in Arabidopsis provides an excellent model 

system for studying asymmetric cell division and cell fate determination in plants. The 

polarity protein BASL was identified to regulate asymmetric cell division in the 

stomatal lineages and mimics the behavior of the conserved Par polarity proteins in 

regulation of animal ACD. BASL protein is polarly localized at the plasma membrane 

(PM) region of the stomatal ACD precursor cells to drive the division asymmetries. 

However, how BASL polarity is established and how this polarity is coupled with its 

function in stomatal development remains elusive. Protein phosphorylation is widely 

involved in regulation of protein structure, stability and activity. Our recent data 

suggested BASL polarization is not only tightly regulated by MAPK-mediated 

phosphorylation, also contributes back to the MAPK phosphorylation events during 

ACD, forming a positive feedback loop. The significance of MAPK-phosphorylation 

events in BASL directional targeting and a working model for the polarity protein in 

control of asymmetric cell fate through MAPK signaling in plants will be discussed.  
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Abstract 

 

Receptor Kinases (RKs) and Receptor-Like Proteins (RLPs) constitute plant cell 

surface-localized Pattern-Recognition Receptors (PRRs) that sense danger signals 

(patterns) derived from either the host or pathogens during infection. Upon the 

perception of danger signals, PRRs activate a variety of intracellular phosphorylation 

events to orchestrate diverse immune responses that together fend off invading 

pathogenic microbes. We and others have shown that plant bacterial pathogens have 

evolved a variety of mechanisms to block Pattern-Triggered Immunity (PTI). 

Remarkably, several reported bacterial pathogen effectors attack a class of Receptor-

Like Cytoplasmic Kinases (RLCKs) including BIK1 which are important PTI pathway 

components acting directly downstream of PRRs. As a result of host-pathogen co-

evolution, Arabidopsis plants deploy cytoplasmic immune receptors termed NOD-Like 

Receptors (NLRs) to monitor post-translational modification of RLCKs by effectors, 

thereby perceiving the bacterial pathogen and activate Effector-Triggered Immunity 

(ETI). We will present our current studies concerning biochemical mechanisms by 

which RLCKs regulate PTI and ETI.   
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Abstract 

 

Programmed cell death (PCD) is a highly conserved pathway in eukaryotes that is 

frequently observed under conditions of biotic and abiotic stresses. In an effort to gain 

mechanistic understanding for this process of cellular suicide, my laboratory focus on 

the characterization of highly conserved PCD regulators with the expectation that they 

will inform on the central core of the death engine.  Bax Inhibitor-1 (BI-1) is an anti-cell 

death gene that is highly conserved in both structure and function from plants to 

metazoans.  Furthermore, it has been shown in various systems to provide protection 

from PCD induction by biotic as well as abiotic stressors.  Using Arabidopsis as a 

genetic model, we have demonstrated that AtBI-1 is likely involved in setting the 

threshold for PCD activation in response to protein stress within the endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER), an essential compartment for protein synthesis and processing in 

eukaryotes.  Studies with Arabidopsis and other model dicots by multiple laboratories 

have suggested that increasing the level of BI-1 can suppress cell death induction under 

various environmental stress conditions.  Recently, we have extended these studies to 

grasses where we obtained evidence that ER-stress is induced in turfgrass under drought 

conditions while overexpression of AtBI-1 in sugarcane can dramatically improve the 

tolerance of this C4 crop plant under prolonged water restriction.  Our results suggest 

that ER-stress and PCD pathway regulators could be useful candidates as markers for 

stress tolerance in plant breeding programs as well as to confer useful traits to improve 

crop productivity through transgenic approaches. 

 

 

Keywords: programmed cell death, ER-stress, AtBI-1, drought stress, Arabidopsis, 

turfgrass, sugarcane 
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Abstract 

 

Over the past several decades we have come to appreciate that healthy plants host, 

within and on the surfaces of their tissues, endophytic and epiphytic fungi and bacteria 

that do not cause disease.  Individual components/species of the microbiome of plants 

have been found to fall into one or more of three major functional groups: 1.) Microbes 

that alleviate abiotic stress of the host; 2.) Microbes that defend hosts from biotic stress 

(pathogens and herbivores); and 3.) Microbes that support the host nutritionally, either 

through increased nitrogen or phosphorus. This functional aspect of plant microbiomes 

raises the potential to design and construct plant microbiomes for crop plants in order to 

enhance their cultivation with reduced agrochemical inputs and at lower cost. In order to 

design and construct functional stress tolerance microbiomes, we must first develop an 

understanding of the mechanisms by which microbiomes function.  Hypotheses for the 

microbe-enhanced abiotic stress tolerance mechanism in plants include: 1.) Oxidative 

stress protection by increased production of antioxidants produced either by the 

microbes or hosts in response to microbes; 2.) Ethylene reduction by production of 

ACC deaminase; 3.) Ammonia or ammonium detoxification and consequent oxidative 

stress avoidance; and 4.) Endophyte-induced osmotic adjustment.  Mechanisms to 

explain biotic stress resistance generally include production of anti-herbivore or anti-

pathogen defensive compounds by the microbe or by the host in response to the microbe 

(i.e., induced systemic resistance). A close examination of the interactions of the 

microbe and plant metabolomes may help us to gain a better understanding of the 

functions and mechanisms of plant microbiomes.  
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Abstract 

 

Bacterial leaf scorch is a progress disease that has been affecting oaks and other 

hardwood trees for decades in the eastern United States.  The disease, caused by Xylella 

fastidiosa subspecies multiplex, is manifested on a yearly basis by late summer 

symptoms that are typically characterized by scorching around leaf margins that is 

accentuated under conditions of drought. Progression of disease on a yearly basis results 

in death of infected branches, and eventually entire trees.  Unlike X. fastidiosa subsp. 

fastidiosa, causative agent of Pierce’s disease of grape, far less is known about 

subspecies multiplex and bacterial scorch.  To better understand the disease and its 

causative agent, we have taken a comparative genomics approach to identify genetic 

loci unique to X.f. subsp. multiplex at the subspecies and strain levels.  Several 

candidate loci identified to date have provided insight into variations in genetic 

populations both locally and over large geographical regions within the United States 

and Canada, as well as identified potential virulence traits unique to the oak-infecting X. 

f. subsp. multiplex.  These findings are expected to contribute to a better understanding 

of epidemiological concerns regarding pathogen spread and host range expansion. 

Keywords:  biotic stress, Xylella fastidiosa, bacterial leaf scorch, oak, comparative 

genomics, multilocus sequence analysis (MLSA), population genetics 
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Abstract 

 

Viruses are common in fungi and have become well known for their ability to reduce 

virulence in plant pathogenic fungi, as well as causing other perturbations in fungal 

hosts. A broad array of fungal viruses have been identified, and some have potential for 

biological control of plant pathogens. The chestnut blight fungus, Cryphonectria 

parasitica, is only a minor pathogen on resistant Asian chestnut trees, but virtually 

eliminated the vast American chestnut forests during the last century. Viruses have been 

used as an effective biological control for the fungus, but have not performed well in all 

situations. We will summarize the viruses that have been characterized to date, their 

potential as biocontrol agents, and what new technology is available for deploying 

viruses as potential biocontrol agents for plant pathogenic fungi. 

 

 

Key words: hypovirulence, double-stranded RNA, chestnut blight, fungal virus 
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Abstract  

 

New Jersey can be viewed as a case study for the impacts of climate change and 

associated stress on agricultural production.  In the past decade experimental and 

observation data indicate the presence of new insect and disease species, increased 

severity of the infection and infestations of diseases and insects, and changes in plant 

growth including time to bloom as well as time to harvest. 

 

New Jersey is uniquely situated in the Northeastern corridor of the United States and 

has the advantage of being close to many markets for high value crops, in particular 

horticultural crops.  However in recent years the impact of changing climate has 

resulted in increased stress on plant growth, water requirements and changes in cultural 

patterns as well as increased presence of certain diseases and insects that were not 

previously a problem to growers. 

 

This presentation will provide an overview of horticultural crop production in New 

Jersey.   New Jersey as a case study for the Northeastern part of the United States and 

will discuss the changes that have been observed as well as some of the strategies 

employed by farmers.  Additionally we will discuss the future research needs that have 

been identified that are necessary to preserve production and sustain agricultural 

viability in this region of the United States. 
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